FP998001 ECLIPSE

The brush strokes of the artist Caroline De Boissieu are magically printed in XXL on the wall. The material comes alive. Playing with the light, the golden accents and the white touches of varnish reveal this singular and definitely contemporary panoramic wallpaper. 3D printing on a golden support with a traditional rotary screen printing on non-woven backing.

**Pierre Frey**

**TYPE**
- Panoramic wallpapers
- Printed wallpapers

**ARTIST**
Caroline De Boissieu

**SALES UNIT**
Available per panel

**BACKING**
NON WOVEN

**COMPOSITION**

**WIDTH**
68 cm - 26,77 inch

**REPEAT**
H: 272 cm - 107 inch
V: 300 cm - 118,11 inch

**WEIGHT**
99 gr / m²

**CARE**
Trimmed

**HANGING / REMOVING**
Wet removable
Paste the wall

**CERTIFICATIONS**
EUROCLASS C-s1,d0

**NOTES**
Sold as a complete artwork

**INFORMATION**
1 roll = 4 panels
1 Colors